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Background
Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is an emerging co-mor-
bidity among HIV patients. Recent EuroSIDA analyses
identified CKD risk factors including hypertension, dia-
betes, hepatitis C, age>50, low CD4 count, prior AIDS
events and cumulative exposure to certain antiretrovirals

(ARVs; tenofovir, indinavir atazanavir and probably lopi-
navir/ritonavir).

Objectives
We aimed to extend our previous findings by estimating
the CKD incidence among patients with normal kidney
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function at baseline with and without other risk factors,
in order to disentangle if ARVs also pose a risk to
patients with normal kidney function , and not only to
those with pre-existing impairment.

Methods
Cockcroft-Gault equation standardised for body surface
was used to estimate Glomerular filtration rate (eGFR,
ml/min/1.73m2). Patients with baseline eGFR> 90 were
included. Baseline was defined as the first eGFR assess-
ment after 01.01.2004. CKD was defined as 2 consecu-
tive eGFR<60 (>3 months apart). Follow-up was from
baseline until CKD or last eGFR. Unadjusted incidence
rates (IR) are presented per 100 PYFU and stratified by
cumulative ARV exposure.

Results
4824 patients had baseline eGFR>90. They were predo-
minantly white (86.4%), male (74.4%) infected via homo-
sexual contact (41.4%). At baseline 17.6% had
hypertension, 3.7% diabetes and 24.1% hepatitis C. Med-
ian age was 40 (IQR: 34.6-45.1) years, and median CD4
count 446 (300-640) cells/mm3. During 15391 PYFU
and a median follow-up of 41 (IQR 21-56) months, 34
(0.7%) developed CKD (IR 0.22, 95%CI 0.15-0.30).
Among patients without traditional risk factors, 7
patients developed CKD during 8076 PYFU (IR 0.09
95%CI 0.04-1.18). In unadjusted analyses CKD inci-
dences increased with increasing cumulative ARV expo-
sure for the ARVs tested (test for trend significant for
all drugs investigated) (Figure 1).

Conclusions
This study of almost 5000 patients and a median follow-
up >3 years demonstrates that CKD development from
normal kidney function was infrequent. The IR was
higher in patients with renal risk factors and those
cumulative exposed to the ARVs investigated in unad-
justed models. This suggests that ARVs might also pose
a risk in patients with normal kidney function. Adjusted
analyses were not possible due to low IR. Future studies
with substantially larger size and longer follow up are
needed to reproduce the findings in adjusted models,
determine the role of cumulative exposure to individual
ARVs and investigate the clinical implications.
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